THE BULLETPROOF ADMINISTRATOR©
Part I of the 2016 Bulletproof Training Series©
In 2014 Safe Call Now® and Brian Nanavaty merged the lessons of the proactive Indianapolis Model©
and the Safe Call Now crisis response model to offer The Bulletproof Administrator, an 8-hour training
aimed at public safety organizations, administrators, executives, supervisors and union officials. After
receiving acclaim at top law enforcement conferences, the Indianapolis Model and Captain Nanavaty
were awarded the 2015 Destination Zero Valor Award for Officer Safety and Wellness. The Bulletproof
Administrator introduces administrators to the mission of Safe Call Now, the available 24 hour
emergency resources, and the national clinical referral network.
The main body of the training focuses on the Indianapolis model and Captain Nanavaty’s research and findings on employee
distress, and his proven strategies for organizations and administrators to combat organizational, personal and career crisis.
Upon completion of the Bulletproof Administrator mangers will have gained insight into how to build a healthier agency and
hire and maintain healthier employees.
Employee wellness shouldn’t wait for crisis to occur, but should begin during the hiring process and continue through
retirement. Wellness should include preventative programs and influence both the professional and personal lives of the
employee to a healthy embodiment. Workplace experts and leading edge organizations advocate that by identifying healthy
applicants and partnering to maintain employee health, the organization has the potential to improve morale and productivity
and reduce complaints and liability. For companies that can fire, hire and train a new employee in half a day the long-term
health of employees is negligible. For public safety organizations, with lengthy hiring processes and huge upfront investments
in money, time, training and equipment resources, it is imperative to identify “ideal” candidates and then keep employees
healthy through their careers.
*Consultation on designing and implementing a Bulletproof Training Series© development and wellness program for your agency is available.
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